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The Question 
What skills and capacities do you think the next generation of early modern scholars most 
need to advance the field? 
The Vision 
The idea behind these informal discussions is that smaller groups can informally share 
ideas and thoughts on topics outside of traditional research domains but of direct 
professional interests. The topics and questions I’ve chosen for these sessions revolve 
around our teaching and mentoring roles (with an eye toward to paper topics of the 
surrounding sessions) with the goal that sharing our personal experiences and lessons 
we’ve learned can be mutually enlightening and interesting to converse about.  
I envision the session as a variant of “Respond, React, Reply” in that each person in turn 
has the opportunity to provide a 1-2 min response to the prompt, people react to the 
response using the Zoom “Reactions” function or posting in chat, and then the floor is 
opened to replies. 
I hope that the discussions around these questions are as enjoyable as they are 
informative.  
